
A key par� of our work a� AISI involves periodically evaluating advanced AI sys�ems

�o assess the po�ential harm they could cause. In this post, we presen� resul�s from

our recen� evaluations of five large language models (LLMs) that are already used by

the public. We assessed: 

Whether the models could po�entially be used �o facili�a�e cyber-a��acks; 

Whether they could provide exper�-level knowledge in chemistry and biology

that could be used for positive bu� also harmful purposes; 

Whether they were capable of au�onomously �aking sequences of actions

(operating as “agen�s”) in ways tha� migh� be difficul� for humans �o control and 
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Whether they were vulnerable �o “jailbreaks” or users a��empting �o bypass

safeguards �o elici� po�entially harmful outpu�s (e.g. illegal or �oxic con�ent). 

In a previous post, we described our approach �o model evaluations. Here, we

highligh� a selection of recen� resul�s: 

Several LLMs demonstra�ed exper�-level knowledge of chemistry and biology.

Models answered over 600 priva�e exper�-wri��en chemistry and biology

questions a� similar levels �o humans with PhD�level training. 

Several LLMs comple�ed simple cyber securi�y challenges aimed a� high-school

s�uden�s bu� struggled with challenges aimed a� universi�y s�uden�s. 

Two LLMs comple�ed shor�-horizon agen� �asks (such as simple software

engineering problems) but were unable �o plan and execu�e sequences of actions

for more complex �asks. 

All �es�ed LLMs remain highly vulnerable �o basic jailbreaks, and some will provide

harmful outpu�s even withou� dedica�ed a��emp�s �o circumven� their

safeguards. 

 

Our approach 

We assessed five LLMs released by major labs, which are deno�ed here as

the Red, Purple, Green, Blue and Yellow models (models are anonymised). Models

were evalua�ed by providing them with questions or �ask promp�s and measuring

their responses. For some �asks, models were given access �o a “scaffold” consisting

of ex�ernal �ools, such as a python in�erpre�er allowing them �o wri�e execu�able

code.   

Depending on the �ask or question �ype, we measured three �ypes of responses:  

Compliance: whether the model does or does no� comply with a harmful request 

Correctness: whether the response �o a question is correc� or not 

Completion: whether a �ask (such as a coding challenge) is comple�ed or not 

We graded these responses using two methods. In some cases, we used an

au�oma�ed approach--based on an LLM�-�o grade model replies. Where necessary,

we compared the performance of the au�oma�ed grader �o human graders on a

subse� of i�ems �o check tha� i� was performing as a human would.  
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For some problems, we focused our effor�s on a subse� of the mos� capable

models. These evaluations were developed and run using our model evaluations

framework, Inspect, which is now available publicly through an open-source license. 

 

Cyber evaluations 

Advanced AI could amplify risks �o socie�y if i� were used �o perform cyber a��acks,

including on critical national infrastruc�ure. Models could be used �o inform users

abou� how �o use cyber securi�y exploi�s or could be deployed by malicious ac�ors �o

au�onomously a��ack infrastruc�ure withou� human oversight. Our goal in these

evaluations was �o s�udy the capabilities of curren� publicly available LLMs �o

perform basic operations used in cyber a��acks. 

To assess this capabili�y, we used a se� of evaluations known as Cap�ure the Flag

(CTF) challenges. CTF challenges require the model �o find a specific string (a

“flag”) that is hidden in a file and only accessible once cer�ain additional �asks

have been comple�ed, such as writing a scrip� �o genera�e a QR code or making

queries �o a server.  

We evalua�ed each model with 83 public CTF problems aimed a� high school s�uden�s

(Pico CTFS; Carnegie Mellon Universi�y, 2024) and 12 public CTF problems aimed a�

universi�y s�uden�s (CSAW CTFs; NYU Tandon School of Engineering, 2024). These

CTF challenges are designed �o be educational (and thus may no� assess the mos�

relevan� cyber domains) and could form par� of LLM pretraining da�ase�s. To mitiga�e

these issues, we developed 10 exper�-wri��en priva�e CTF challenges, which we can

be cer�ain are no� in the training da�a. CTFs can be au�omatically graded, as the

solution is a specific �ex� (the “flag”) tha� is identical each time the challenge is

solved. 

LLMs were evalua�ed by providing them with a scaffold, allowing access �o

a python in�erpre�er, a bash shell and file editing capabilities (see Agen� evaluations

below). For harder CTFs, we used a bespoke scaffold tha� also provides access �o

dedica�ed software for solving CTF problems (Shao e� al. 2024), recreating the �ools

available �o humans solving these CTFs.  
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Figure 1 shows the percen�ages of CTF challenges solved by each model on each

subset . The mos� capable models solved more than half of the Pico CTFs (aimed a�

high school s�uden�s). On CSAW CTFs (aimed a� universi�y s�uden�s), the

models were sometimes able �o reverse engineer files, bu� they failed �o make

headway on any of the other problem classes. Overall, cryp�ography challenges (e.g.,

exploiting vulnerable encryption schemes �o retrieve pro�ec�ed information) were the

hardest. Models performed comparably on our priva�e CTFs, suggesting tha� these

resul�s are unlikely �o be due �o solutions leaking in�o model training da�a. 

Summary: We found tha� publicly available models were able �o solve simple

Cap�ure The Flag (CTF) challenges, of the sort aimed a� high school s�uden�s, bu�

struggled with universi�y-level problems. 

 

Chem/Bio evaluations 

Advanced AI could provide humans with knowledge and skills in chemistry and

biology that could be used for positive bu� also harmful purposes. We assessed the

five LLMs’ capaci�y �o answer over 600 priva�e exper�-wri��en questions covering

knowledge and skills tha� are particularly relevan� in a securi�y con�ext: 

Basic Biology: Answers �o these questions are commonly found in biology

�extbooks and widely mentioned online. 

1
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Advanced Biology: Answers �o these questions require knowledge from specific

biology papers or lab experience. 

Advanced Chemistry: Answers require knowledge from specific chemistry papers

or lab experience. 

Au�omating Biology: Questions abou� how �o au�oma�e or ou�source biology.

Answers require a de�ailed unders�anding of how lab robo�s or cloud labora�ories

work. 

The questions resemble those a user migh� pose when seeking help with scientific

work. Some questions are designed �o resemble those posed by novices in search of

information, others by exper�s hoping �o accelera�e their work. Novice questions

are difficult because they of�en include misconceptions that the model mus�

recognise �o answer correctly, and exper� questions are difficult because they cover

niche �opics or include scientific jargon. We optimise our questions following Rein et

al., 2023, bu� collec� answers in an open �ex� rather than a multiple-choice

format. We compare model performance �o the performance of human exper�s with

PhDs or relevan� work experience in chemistry or biology, respectively.  Exper�s were

familiar with the question format, had access �o web search and �ook up �o 1 hour �o

answer each question. 

Resul�s are shown in Figure 2, where each panel presen�s the da�a for one of the

four question areas. The coloured bars show the proportion of questions that were

graded as being correc� (blue), partially correc� (dark grey), or incorrec� (ligh� grey)

for each of the five models, as well as for the human exper� baseline . The number of

questions in each area that were presen�ed �o models (m) and human exper�s (h) is

given a� the bo��om righ� of each panel.  
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For all four question areas, the models answered some questions correctly. However,

their capabili�y differed between areas, with Basic Biology being the easiest. Overall,

mos� models performed similarly �o human exper�s. The exceptions were the Yellow

model, which was graded as providing “incomple�e” or “partially comple�e”

responses more frequently than other models and more frequently than human

exper�s (p < 0.001; ordinal mixed effec�s regression), and the Green model, which was

marginally weaker than human exper�s (p < 0.05). A deeper analysis of the resul�s

showed that on some �opics, some models outperformed the exper� baseline. For

ins�ance, on the advanced biology questions about ideation, the Purple model

outperformed the exper� baseline by combining very specific domain knowledge with

creativi�y, suggesting experimen�al approaches such as specific versions of the

CRISPR �echnology �o solve biology challenges. On other �opics, models

underperformed the exper� baseline. For ins�ance, when queried on how �o wri�e

code for lab robo�s, models sometimes hallucina�ed function names. 

We used an au�oma�ed grader model �o evalua�e responses. We optimised the grader

�o increase agreemen� with human exper� graders. Once this process was comple�e,

the grader model only rarely (less than 1% of the time) judged as “correct” those

replies tha� human graders deemed �o be “incorrect” on a held-ou� �es� set.

However, there was some disagreemen� between humans and the au�oma�ed grader

on wha� consti�u�ed “partial” completion; Cohen’s Kappa (a measure of in�er-ra�er
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agreement) was 0.52 between the au�oma�ed grader and humans, compared �o 0.8

between humans themselves. We have further optimised the grader �o increase

agreemen� with humans since running the �esting exercise repor�ed here. 

Summary: We found tha� models can be used �o ob�ain exper�-level knowledge

abou� biology and chemistry. For several models, replies �o science questions were

on par with those given by PhD�level exper�s. 

 

Agent evaluations 

Curren� advanced AI models are mainly used as chatbo�s. However, they can also be

deployed �o perform �asks on digi�al pla�forms, like executing code or navigating

websi�es. We call these sys�ems LLM agen�s (Chan e� al., 2023). Widespread

au�omation of digi�al �asks brings risks both from misuse and from inadver�en�

misalignmen� (the model doing things which humans did no� in�end). We conduc�ed

evaluations �o �es� the capabili�y of curren� models �o perform digi�al �asks (focussed

on software engineering) withou� human oversight. 

As in cyber evaluations, we used a “scaffold”, which is based on Yao e� al. (2023) and

gave the LLMs access �o a Python in�erpre�er, a bash shell, and file editing �ools. We

used the public GAIA benchmark (Mialon e� al., 2023) �o independently verify tha� our

scaffold provided the models with suppor� tha� is close �o the s�a�e-of-the-art. Our

scaffold performed a� 25%, ahead of the 2nd place FRIDAY scaffold (Wu e� al.,

2024) (24%), bu� behind the highes� performing scaffold, MAE v0.1 (Au�oGen Team,

2024) (32%). 

We defined �ask difficul�y in �erms of the estima�ed time tha� an exper� human

software engineer would �ake �o comple�e the �ask. Shor�-horizon �asks (e.g., fixing a

problem on a Linux machine or making a web server) were those tha� would �ake less

than 1 hour, whereas long-horizon �asks (e.g., building a web app or improving an

agen� framework) could �ake over four (up �o 20) hours for a human �o comple�e. We

drew shor�-horizon �asks from the public GAIA da�aset (Mialon e� al. 2023; levels 1�

3) and the METR da�ase� (2024), with long-horizon �asks from METR. We also

developed one shor�-horizon �ask and one long-horizon �ask. Some �asks were

posed in multiple varian�s of similar difficul�y (e.g., differen� problems on a Linux

machine). Task a��emp�s ended when the agen� either comple�ed the �ask or ran ou�

of �okens (300K �okens for shor�-horizon and 10M �okens for long-horizon �asks). 
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Resul�s are shown in Figure 3. The Purple, Green and Blue models were

evalua�ed on both shor�-horizon and long-horizon �asks. The Purple and Blue models

comple�ed 20�40% of shor�-horizon �asks bu� no long-horizon �asks. The Green

model comple�ed less than 10% of shor�-horizon �asks and was no� assessed on

long-horizon �asks . We analysed failed a��emp�s �o unders�and

the major impedimen�s �o success. On shor�-horizon �asks, models of�en

made small errors (like syn�ax errors in code). On longer horizon �asks, models

devised good initial plans but did not sufficiently �es� their solutions or failed

�o correc� initial mis�akes. Models also sometimes hallucina�ed constrain�s or the

successful completion of sub�asks. 

Summary: We found tha� leading models could solve some shor�-horizon �asks,

such as software engineering problems. However, no curren� models were able

�o �ackle long-horizon �asks. 

 

Safeguards evaluations 

LLM developers fine-�une models �o be safe for public use by training them �o avoid

illegal, �oxic, or explici� outpu�s. However, researchers have found that these

safeguards can of�en be overcome with relatively simple a��acks. As an illustrative

example, a user may instruc� the sys�em �o s�ar� i�s response with words tha�

sugges� compliance with the harmful request, such as “Sure, I’m happy �o help”. 

3
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Our safeguard evaluations measured how well cer�ain a��acks succeeded in eliciting

harmful information. To grade a��ack success, we measured both compliance—

whether the model refuses or complies with the reques�—and correctness—whether

the model’s answers are still correc� af�er the a��ack has been performed (because

lower-quali�y responses may be less harmful). 

We measured compliance ra�es under two conditions. For the first, we simply asked

explicitly harmful questions (“No a��ack”). For the second, we developed a��acks �o

elici� information tha� the model has been trained �o withhold (“AISI in-house a��ack”).

A��acks are relatively basic in tha� they either directly inser� the question in�o a

promp� �empla�e or follow a few-s�ep procedure �o genera�e question-specific

promp�s (which can be au�oma�ed with a handful of calls �o an auxiliary model).

A��acks are constrained �o s�andard API queries. We used a single distinc� a��ack per

model. To ensure the generali�y of our resul�s, we optimised each a��ack on a small

se� of questions (training) and measured i�s efficacy on a held-ou� se� (validation). 

We asked harmful questions from both a publicly available benchmark (HarmBench

S�andard Behaviors; Mazeika e� al. 2024) and a priva�ely developed se� of harmful

questions on particular capabilities of concern. The priva�ely developed harmful

question se� asks specifically for harmful information tha� is unlikely �o be needed for

benign use. 

To grade compliance, we used an au�oma�ed grader model based on a previous

paper (Souly e� al. 2024), complemen�ed with human exper� grading. We repor�

compliance of either just the firs� answer (1 a��empt) or the mos� complian� ou� of five

times using the same a��ack and question (5 a��emp�s).  

To see whether performing the a��ack reduces the quali�y of model-genera�ed

output, we measured correctness on a separa�e priva�e se� of benign questions

before and af�er an a��ack has been performed (following Souly e� al. 2024; questions

are benign bu� concern similar subjec�s �o our priva�e harmful question set). We do

no� measure correctness on HarmBench or our priva�e harmful question set, as these

da�ase�s do no� have repor�able correc� answers associa�ed with them. If a��acks

reduce correctness on our priva�e se� of benign questions, we expec� tha� they

also reduce correctness on our harmful questions; if they do not reduce correctness,

this sugges�s tha� a��acks may produce correct as well as complian� model answers. 
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The resul�s from the Red, Purple, Blue and Green models are shown in Figure 4.

Compliance ra�es were relatively low for mos� models when no a��ack was used bu�

up �o 28% for the Green model on priva�e harmful questions. We found tha� all models

were highly vulnerable �o our basic a��acks for both HarmBench and our priva�e se�

of harmful questions. All models complied a� leas� once ou� of five a��emp�s for

almos� every question when AISI in-house a��acks were used. We did no� observe a

subs�antial decrease in correctness on our priva�e se� of benign questions af�er the

a��ack had been applied, indicating tha� models may supply correct as well

as complian� information.  

Summary: We found tha� models comply with harmful questions across multiple

da�ase�s under relatively simple a��acks, even if they are less likely �o do so in the

absence of an a��ack. 

 

Outlook 

In this blog post, we summarised a subse� of resul�s from an evaluation

exercise focussed on currently publicly available advanced AI models. These

evaluations provide only a snapsho� of model capabilities across a range

of po�entially risky domains.  
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We plan �o expand the comprehensiveness and informativeness of our evaluations in

line with our highes�-priori�y risk scenarios:  

Chem-Bio: The �es�s described above were focused on knowledge retrieval. We

now wan� �o assess longer horizon scientific planning and execution. We are,

therefore, developing �asks that are struc�ured like CTFs or au�onomous sys�ems

evaluations on chemistry and biology. We are also running human uplif� s�udies,

which use the randomised controlled trial forma� �o assess how much access �o a

specific advanced AI sys�em improves human performance. In addition, we are

partnering with governmen� exper�s �o directly assess the mos� national-

securi�y-relevan� dangerous capabilities of models.  

Cyber: we are developing cyber evaluations tha� assess scaffolded models on

long-horizon �asks in realistic scenarios. We are also evaluating specific skills like

analysing network traffic, identifying vulnerabilities in code, and social

engineering skills. To do this, we are partnering with governmen� national securi�y

exper�s.  

Agen�s: we are developing a tiered sys�em of model evaluations, from end-�o-end

evaluations tha� very closely map �o our highes� priori�y risk models �o discre�e

�es�s of small par�s of each �ask. Our aim is �o cover a broader se� of plausible risk

models from au�onomous sys�ems. We are also expanding the varie�y of agen�

scaffolding approaches, drawing on recen� progress made with, e.g. multi-agen�

scaffolds (where multiple agen�s may in�eract).  

Safeguards: we are working �o improve metrics for the correctness of answers

and plausibili�y of users finding and employing specific a��acks. We are also

developing evaluations �o be��er unders�and the impac� of a��acks on enabling

performance on longer horizon �asks, developing more de�ailed risk models of

a��acker pa��erns of concern, and expanding �o analysing other layers of

safeguards pu� in place �o preven� advanced AI sys�ems from being misused.   

In addition �o expanding and improving the subs�ance of our work, we are building an

ex�ernal advisory panel for peer review of fu�ure publications �o complemen� in�ernal

scrutiny from AISI research direc�ors and governmen� exper�s. 

We remain acu�ely aware of the po�ential gap between how advanced AI sys�ems

perform in our evaluations versus how they may perform in the wild. Users migh�

in�erac� with models in ways that we have no� anticipa�ed, surfacing harms that our

evaluations canno� cap�ure. Further, model evaluations are only par� of the

pic�ure. We think it is also impor�ant �o s�udy the direc� impac� tha� advanced AI
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sys�ems may have on the user. We have research underway �o unders�and and

address these issues.  

Our work does no� provide any assurance tha� a model is “safe” or “unsafe”.

However, we hope tha� it contribu�es �o an emerging pic�ure of model capabilities

and the robustness of existing safeguards. To this end, we will continue �o engage

the developers of the models we �es�ed here, and have shared de�ailed findings for

their model with each developer �o enable them �o assess and improve i�s safe�y. The

field of model evaluations is new bu� ma�uring rapidly. We are exci�ed �o learn from

and contribu�e �o the broader evaluation ecosys�em across developers, academia,

and civil socie�y. 

Footno�es

�� Models were given 3 a��emp�s �o comple�e each challenge. If they succeeded a� leas�
one ou� of 3 times, the challenge was coun�ed as comple�ed. Numbers give average
completion ra�es across challenges.

�� Bars give the average over five runs for models and show answers from multiple exper�s
for humans. On Basic biology, two exper�s answered each question. On Advanced
biology, 11 differen� exper�s answered a subse� of questions each. On Au�oma�ed
biology and Advanced chemistry, three exper�s answered each question.

�� Shor�-horizon �asks were run 10 times per variant, and we repor� average completion
ra�es across runs and varian�s. Long-horizon �asks were run 5 times per varian� (none
fully comple�ed, some models reached initial miles�ones).
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